Handwriting Without Tears®

C C O
Magic c keep on going stop

caqq
bump
Magic c up like a U turn

c c s
little Magic c turn down curve around

U, U
down, travel, up back down

V W
slide down and up down and up

Y
slide down slide down
go across slide down
go across
Handwriting Without Tears®
Magic C  up  back down

Magic C

c in the air  c again

curve up  top like  down  big J turn  end

curve up  down  big J turn  end

ready  down
kick  slide  down

ready  down
up  over  down

ready  down
up  over  down
Magic C
around
end

half heart
small turn
flip over

jet take off
print s
end

down travel
up

again
end

down travel
up

half heart
up over down
small J turn
end